2011 VIRGINIA 4-H STATE FAIR  
HORSE SHOW RESULTS  
DRILL TEAM  

CLASS 101 – PAIRS DRILL DIVISION  

1ST PLACE –  

NOKESVILLE 4-H CLUB  
Libby Aileen Arnold  
Paige Marie Keiser  
Lark  
Zorro  
Prince William  
Prince William  

2ND PLACE –  

SKYLINE MOUNTED DRILL  
Tori Anderson  
Jena Kennedy  
Pilgrim’s Pride  
The Star of India  
Warren  
Warren  

CLASS 102 – PAS DE DEUX DRILL TEAM  

1ST PLACE –  

NOKESVILLE 4-H CLUB  
Libby Aileen Arnold  
Paige Marie Keiser  
Lark  
Zorro  
Prince William  
Prince William  

CLASS 103 – THREE RIDER DRILL DIVISION  

1ST PLACE –  

SKYLINE MOUNTED DRILL  
Tori Anderson  
Jena Kennedy  
Jacob Kennedy  
Pilgrim’s Pride  
The Star of India  
Wildcat  
Warren  
Warren  
Warren
2ND PLACE –

**NOKESVILLE 4-H CLUB**

Libby Aileen Arnold          Lark          Prince William
Paige Marie Keiser           Zorro         Prince William
Shelby Maree Kohn           I’m A Crusin’ Babe Prince William

---

**CLASS 105 – MINI DRIVING DRILL DIVISION**

1ST PLACE –

**GLOCO**

Roger Dale Cox, III          EJH Dukes Dollar Bill Gloucester
Anna Nicole Henderson-Cox    EJH Dukes Fancy Nancy Gloucester
Monet Alexis Wilson          Be A Star        Gloucester
Megan Donese Wilson-Bost    Cookie          Gloucester

2ND PLACE –

**BILLS, BEAKS & HOOVES**

Beverly Anne Trice            CK Shenandoah’s Lady Knight Northumberland
Elana M Wilson                CK’s Colored Cotton Northumberland

---

**CLASS 200 – COMPULSORY DRILL TEAM**

1ST PLACE –

**NORTHERN SHENANDOAH VALLEY**

Emily Gail Cain              July            Frederick
Rachel Nicole Getts          Gunsmoke        Frederick
Marrissa Elizabeth Lee       Mama’s Little Rebel Frederick
Hannah Rose McDonald         Mister Cody Image Frederick
Bridget O’Neil Murray        Free Spirit      Frederick
Mary Kate Newbraugh          Gen’s Windswept Frederick
Anna Catherine Shortt        Shamrock        Frederick
Morgan Paige Strickler       Justa Skippin Miracle Frederick
Catarina M. Hoffman          Notorious Playgirl Warren
2ND PLACE –

**HOOF-N-WOOF**

- Morgan Haleigh Barnes
- Sydney Marie Fischer
- Julia Marie Hartman
- Jacquelyn Victoria Henley
- Hannah Grace Ho
- Ellen Marie Jordan
- Tori Grace Mellot
- Julia Noelle Wenger
- Matt Dillon
- Oliver
- Rival
- Ben
- Devon
- Slew of Lucky Stars
- Lilly Lightly
- Shepherd’s Pie
- Albemarle

**Class 201 – Freestyle Drill Team**

1ST PLACE –

**HOOF-N-WOOF**

- Morgan Haleigh Barnes
- Sydney Marie Fischer
- Julia Marie Hartman
- Jacquelyn Victoria Henley
- Hannah Grace Ho
- Ellen Marie Jordan
- Tori Grace Mellot
- Julia Noelle Wenger
- Matt Dillon
- Oliver
- Rival
- Ben
- Devon
- Slew of Lucky Stars
- Lilly Lightly
- Shepherd’s Pie
- Albemarle

**Class 300 – Junior Costume Class**

1ST PLACE  **MORGAN PAIGE STRICKLER**  **JUSTA SKIPPIN MIRACLE**  **FREDERICK**

2ND PLACE  **ANNA CATHERINE SHORTT**  **SHAMROCK**  **FREDERICK**

3RD PLACE  **LIBBY AILEEN ARNOLD**  **LARK**  **PRINCE WILLIAM**

4TH PLACE  **EMILY GAIL CAIN**  **JULY**  **FREDERICK**

5TH PLACE  **SHELBY MAREE KOHN**  **I'M A CRUSIN' BABE**  **PRINCE WILLIAM**